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Drug Discovery Series Set 2015-06-25
the drug discovery series set contains 41 high quality books each covers an important area of drug discovery
research ranging from orphan drugs to process chemistry the books are written and edited by experienced
researchers from both industry and academia featuring case studies to bring different aspects of the drug
discovery process alive for each topic they explain the fundamental science through to the most up to date
discoveries and cutting edge technologies the set provides a valuable resource for postgraduate students in
medicinal chemistry or biochemistry and scientists in academia or industry working in any drug discovery related
area

Synthetic Methods in Drug Discovery 2016
the number of available synthetic methods can be overwhelming in order to create novel motifs and templates which
confer new and potentially valuable drug like properties it is important to know which synthetic methodologies
will give the best results similarly which methodologies are used to progress potential drug candidates from leads
through the development process what are the current industrial research problems and how can they be resolved in
an industrial setting this book highlights key methods that have real impact in drug discovery and facilitate
delivery of drug molecules synthetic methods in drug discovery volume 1 focuses on the hugely important area of
transition metal mediated methods used in industry current methods of importance such as the suzuki miyaura
coupling buchwald hartwig couplings and ch activation are discussed in addition exciting emerging areas such as
decarboxylative coupling and the uses of iron and nickel in coupling reactions are also covered this book provides
both academic and industrial perspectives on some key reactions giving the reader an excellent overview of the
techniques used in modern synthesis reaction types are conveniently framed in the context of their value to
industry and the challenges and limitations of methodologies are discussed with relevant illustrative examples
edited and authored by leading scientists from both academia and industry this book will be a valuable reference
for all chemists involved in drug discovery as well as postgraduate students in medicinal chemistry

Successful Drug Discovery 2018-04-16
with its focus on drugs so recently introduced that they have yet to be found in any other textbooks or general
references the information and insight found here makes this a genuinely unique handbook and reference following
the successful approach of the previous volumes in the series inventors and primary developers of successful drugs
from both industry and academia tell the story of the drug s discovery and describe the sometimes twisted route
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from the first drug candidate molecule to the final marketed drug the 11 case studies selected describe recent
drugs ranging across many therapeutic fields and provide a representative cross section of present day drug
developments backed by plenty of data and chemical information the insight and experience of today s top drug
creators makes this one of the most useful training manuals that a junior medicinal chemist may hope to find the
international union of pure and applied chemistry has endorsed and sponsored this project because of its high
educational merit

Accounts in Drug Discovery 2011
accounts in drug discovery describes recent case studies in medicinal chemistry with a particular emphasis on how
the inevitable problems that arise during any project can be surmounted or overcome the editors cover a wide range
of therapeutic areas and medicinal chemistry strategies including lead optimization starting from high throughput
screening hits as well as rational structure based design the chapters include follow ons and next generation
compounds that aim to improve upon first generation agents this volume surveys the range of challenges commonly
faced by medicinal chemistry researchers including the optimization of metabolism and pharmacokinetics toxicology
pharmaceutics and pharmacology including proof of concept in the clinic for novel biological targets the case
studies include medicinal chemistry stories on recently approved and marketed drugs but also chronicle near misses
i e exemplary compounds that may have proceeded well into the clinic but for various reasons did not result in a
successful registration as the vast majority of projects fail prior to registration much can be learned from such
narratives by sharing a wide range of drug discovery experiences and information across the community of medicinal
chemists in both industry and academia the editors believe that these accounts will provide insights into the art
of medicinal chemistry as it is currently practiced and will help to serve the needs of active medicinal chemists

Phenotypic Drug Discovery 2020-12-10
phenotypic drug discovery has been highlighted in the past decade as an important strategy in the discovery of
novel medical entities this book aims to equip researchers with a thought provoking guide to the application and
development of contemporary phenotypic drug discovery for clinical success

Ion Channel Drug Discovery 2014-09-24
a rapidly growing field this book covers the recent advances in screening technology ion channel structure and
modelling with up to date case histories
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Physico-chemical and Computational Approaches to Drug Discovery 2012
this title covers a wide range of topics relevant to the development of drugs it provides a comprehensive
description of the major methodological strategies available for rational drug discovery

Fragment-Based Drug Discovery 2015-07-03
fragment based drug discovery is a rapidly evolving area of research which has recently seen new applications in
areas such as epigenetics gpcrs and the identification of novel allosteric binding pockets the first fragment
derived drug was recently approved for the treatment of melanoma it is hoped that this approval is just the
beginning of the many drugs yet to be discovered using this fascinating technique this book is written from a
chemist s perspective and comprehensively assesses the impact of fragment based drug discovery on a wide variety
of areas of medicinal chemistry it will prove to be an invaluable resource for medicinal chemists working in
academia and industry as well as anyone interested in novel drug discovery techniques

Privileged Scaffolds in Medicinal Chemistry 2015-11-20
this book addresses the various classes of privileged scaffolds and covers the history of their discovery and use

New Frontiers in Chemical Biology 2011
this book highlights the new frontiers in chemical biology and describes their impact and future potential in drug
discovery

Designing Multi-target Drugs 2012
written by world renowned experts this is the first book to gather together knowledge and experiences of the
rational discovery of multi target drugs it describes the current state of the art the achievements and the
challenges of the field and lessons learned by researchers
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Drug Discovery from Natural Products 2012-08-21
this book offers an integrated review of the most recent trends in natural products drug discovery and key lead
candidates that are outstanding for their chemistry and biology as a starting point in novel drug development the
authors focus on different trends that are and will continue to be impacting multiples stages of modern drug
discovery from nps that have not been included in other works this is complemented with a series of case studies
from leading experts from industry and academia on key molecules and derivatives that have been chosen for their
novelty in chemistry biology and clinical applications the book intends to reflect the current confluence of
different disciplines in chemical biology and synthetic chemistry supported by a more profound knowledge of
systems biology that ensures the concurrency and synergisms of expertise from different research fields that
impact in the discovery of novel molecules in the first section the chapters reflect recent approaches to exploit
the biosynthetic potential of microbial resources including genome mining metagenomic and epigenetic approaches as
well as biosynthetic chemistry tools to respond to product supply and novel screening alternatives that have lead
to the discovery of novel chemistry the second part reviews in the form of case studies some examples of bioactive
molecules in the important therapeutic areas of antiinfectives oncology and antiparasitics

Burger's Medicinal Chemistry, Drug Discovery and Development, 8 Volume Set
2021-04-20
burger s medicinal chemistry drug discovery and development explore the freshly updated flagship reference for
medicinal chemists and pharmaceutical professionals the newly revised eighth edition of the eight volume burger s
medicinal chemistry drug discovery and development is the latest installment in this celebrated series covering
the entirety of the drug development and discovery process with the addition of expert editors in each subject
area this eight volume set adds 35 chapters to the extensive existing chapters new additions include analyses of
opioid addiction treatments antibody and gene therapy for cancer blood brain barrier hiv treatments and industrial
academic collaboration structures along with the incorporation of practical material on drug hunting the set
features sections on drug discovery drug development cardiovascular diseases metabolic diseases immunology cancer
anti infectives and cns disorders the text continues the legacy of previous volumes in the series by providing
recognized renowned authoritative and comprehensive information in the area of drug discovery and development
while adding cutting edge new material on issues like the use of artificial intelligence in medicinal chemistry
included volume 1 methods in drug discovery edited by kent d stewart volume 2 discovering lead molecules edited by
kent d stewart volume 3 drug development edited by ramnarayan s randad and michael myers volume 4 cardiovascular
endocrine and metabolic diseases edited by scott d edmondson volume 5 pulmonary bone immunology vitamins and
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autocoid therapeutic agents edited by bryan h norman volume 6 cancer edited by barry gold and donna m huryn volume
7 anti infectives edited by roland e dolle volume 8 cns disorders edited by richard a glennon perfect for research
departments in the pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries burger s medicinal chemistry drug discovery and
development can be used by graduate students seeking a one stop reference for drug development and discovery and
deserves its place in the libraries of biomedical research institutes medical pharmaceutical and veterinary
schools

Metabolism, Pharmacokinetics, and Toxicity of Functional Groups 2010
written by medicinal chemists and admet scientists with a combined experience of over 300 years this aid to
discovering drugs provides detailed coverage on absorption distribution metabolism excretion and toxicology issues
associated with new drugs

Artificial Intelligence in Drug Discovery 2020-11-12
artificial intelligence in drug discovery aims to introduce the reader to ai and machine learning tools and
techniques and to outline specific challenges including designing new molecular structures synthesis planning and
simulation

Kinase Drug Discovery 2012
kinase drug discovery remains an area of significant interest across academia and in the pharmaceutical industry
there are now around 13 fda approved small molecule drugs which target kinases and many more compounds in various
stages of clinical development although there have been a number of reviews publications on kinase research this
book fills a gap in the literature by considering the current and future opportunities and challenges in targeting
this important family of enzymes the book is forward looking and identifies a number of hot topics and key areas
for kinase drug discovery over the coming years it includes contributions from highly respected authors with a
combined experience in the industry of well over 200 years which has resulted in a book of great interest to the
kinase field and across drug discovery more generally readers will gain a real insight into the huge challenges
and opportunities which this target class has presented drug discovery scientists the many chapters cover a wide
breadth of topics are well written and include high quality colour and black and white images topics covered
include an outline of how medicinal chemistry has been able to specifically exploit this unique target class along
with reflections on the mechanisms of kinases inhibitors also covered is resistance to kinase inhibitors caused by
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amino acid mutations case studies of kinase programs and reviews areas beyond protein kinases and beyond the human
kinome also described are modern approaches to finding kinase leads and the book finishes with a reflection of how
kinase drug discovery may progress over the coming years

Kinase Drug Discovery 2018-11-06
kinase inhibition remains an area of significant interest and growing importance across academia and the
pharmaceutical industry there are now many marketed drugs that target kinases and a significant number of
compounds are currently in various stages of clinical development this book is a forward looking analysis of a
number of key areas for kinase inhibition in the coming years and builds on the first volume this includes topics
such as screening approaches to target kinases along with different modes of inhibition such as allosteric and
covalent novel approaches such as macrocyclisation are considered along with how the properties of kinase
inhibitors have evolved including the potential for brain penetration recent areas of great importance also
covered include cutting edge molecular modelling approaches and the importance of kinase mutations the evolving
biology of kinases has also resulted in increased interest in the immuno oncology area and also pseudokinases as a
target family as with the first volume the book finishes with a forward looking view of how research against this
fascinating target class may evolve

Carbohydrates in Drug Design and Discovery 2015-04-10
in recent years there has been increasing evidence of the importance of carbohydrates and glycoconjugates in
biomedical applications and the use of synthetic ligands based on carbohydrates as drugs has received much
attention focussing on drug discovery from key targets and placing an emphasis on the multi disciplinary
approaches necessary to challenge these issues this book comprehensively covers the new and recent discoveries in
the area of carbohydrate drug discovery carbohydrates in drug design and discovery is split into five sections
beginning with a introduction and perspective on the current market the book then goes on to discuss new synthetic
methods in glycobiology the use of glycobiology in chemical biology and glycobiology in drug discovery providing a
worldwide perspective on this broad area and providing examples of therapeutics already developed using these
methods this book provides a comprehensive introduction discussion and update on this fast developing field for
medicinal chemists and biochemists working in industry and academia
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Drug Discovery for Schizophrenia 2015-05-13
since the pioneering pharmacotherapy for treatment of schizophrenia in the 1950s by antipsychotics only a few
major innovations have been made pointing to a general stagnation in the field of pharmacology of schizophrenia
drug discovery for schizophrenia covers new insights in the field of schizophrenia with an aim to advance the
understanding of scientists and clinicians in this area and to fuel drug discovery the book outlines a change in
the way schizophrenia is treated by moving away from focusing only on treating symptoms in patients innovative
drugs emerge from deeper comprehension of the pathological processes that emerge earlier in life hence providing
strategies for preventative therapy to alter the course of this mental disorder amongst other current topics the
book covers new findings in genetics and epigenetics progress in animal models for schizophrenia and the usage of
induced pluripotent stem cells the combination of these important areas benefit psychiatric neuroscience filling
the gaps in the knowledge of neurobiology of schizophrenia and providing novel perspectives for future drug
development

New Synthetic Technologies in Medicinal Chemistry 2011-10-04
the modern synthetic chemist applies all the tools available to identify the drug like molecules with the best
chances of becoming novel drugs this book will act as a primer for graduates and postgraduates interested in a
career in drug discovery it covers both synthetic technologies currently impacting medicinal chemistry and
emerging areas the chapters focus on topics including parallel medicinal chemistry solid supported reagents
microwave assisted chemistry flow synthesis and high throughput reaction screening

Drug Design Strategies 2012
this book brings together drug design practitioners all leaders in their field who are actively advancing the
field of quantitative methods to guide drug discovery from structure based design to empirical statistical models
from rule based approaches to toxicology to the fields of bioinformatics and systems biology the aim of the book
is to show how various facets of the drug discovery process can be addressed in a quantitative fashion ie
numerical analysis to enable robust predictions to be made each chapter includes a brief review of the topic
showing the historical development of
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Biophysical Techniques in Drug Discovery 2017-11-20
with perspectives from academia and industry across a spectrum of techniques this is a go to volume for
biophysicists analytical chemists and medicinal chemists looking for a broad overview of techniques of
contemporary interest in drug discovery

Drug Discovery for Psychiatric Disorders 2012
this is a wide scope and in depth coverage of the state of the art and future directions in drug discovery for
major psychiatric disorders

Chemistry of Drugs 2017-10
drugs are a way of modifying the chemistry of the body they can be used to treat diseases and infections correct
imbalances in electrolytes and fluids or alter mental status such as inducing amnesia or stopping hallucinations
drugs are used both for medical purposes and for recreation in both cases no drug is perfect a perfect drug would
be 100 effective while causing no side effects drug discovery has undergone many changes over the years but the
goal has remained same to uncover safer medicines for all diseases drug discovery and development is driven by the
knowledge of chemistry of the molecules and their association with life process the classical or traditional
method adopted by medicinal chemists involves modifying bio active molecules from natural products these natural
products are the source of active ingredients in most of the existing drugs the current era has witnessed an ever
changing role in modern drug discovery the chemical methods adopted for the discovery of the molecules have also
undergone changes leading to the development of technologies such as combinatorial chemistry microwave assisted
organic synthesis maos and high throughput hts biological screening these new technologies have enabled medicinal
scientists to accelerate the discovery process the contribution of chemistry is not confined just to the discovery
stage the recent changes in synthetic chemistry is practiced in this environment center around new scientific
advances in synthetic techniques and new technologies for rational drug design combinatorial chemistry automated
synthesis and compound purification and identification as all drugs are chemicals and pharmacy is mainly about the
study of various aspects of drugs including manufacture storage actions and toxicities metabolisms and managements
chemistry still plays a vital role in pharmacy education however the extent at which chemistry used to be taught a
couple of decades ago has certainly changed significantly it has been recognized that while pharmacy students need
a solid foundation in chemistry knowledge the extent cannot be the same as chemistry students may need this book
chemistry of drugs is an accessible introduction to organic chemistry elementary medicinal chemistry and
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biochemistry the book offers an accessible introduction to subjects that are fundamental to pharmaceutical science
it looks at the chemical structure of drugs and in particular to elements or fragments in these chemical
structures it covers all the key aspects of organic chemistry elementary medicinal chemistry and biochemistry
required by pharmacy and pharmaceutical sciences students as well as researchers

Functional Informatics in Drug Discovery 2007-08-27
integrating various technologies with informational systems provides vast improvements to the overall research and
development that occur in the biopharmaceutical industry one of the first books to explore this area functional
informatics in drug discovery examines all aspects of technology integration and information flow in a
biopharmaceutical

Epigenetics for Drug Discovery 2015-11-20
this book will provide an invaluable guide to epigenetics one of the fastest moving fields in drug discovery for
medicinal chemists working in academia and in the pharmaceutical industry

Drug Design and Discovery 2016-08-23
research in the pharmaceutical sciences and medicinal chemistry has taken an important new direction in the past
two decades with a focus on large molecules especially peptides and proteins as well as dna therapeutics in drug
design and discovery methods and protocols leading experts provide an in depth view of key protocols that are
commonly used in drug discovery laboratories covering both classic and cutting edge techniques this volume
explores computational docking quantitative structure activity relationship qsar peptide synthesis labeling of
peptides and proteins with fluorescent labels dna microarray zebrafish model for drug screening and other
analytical screening and biological assays that are routinely used during the drug discovery process written in
the highly successful methods in molecular biologytm series format chapters include introductions to their
respective topics lists of the necessary materials step by step readily reproducible laboratory protocols and tips
on troubleshooting and avoiding known pitfalls thorough and accessible drug design and discovery methods and
protocols serve as a vital laboratory reference for pharmaceutical chemists medicinal chemists and pharmacologists
as well as for molecular biologists
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Biotherapeutics 2013
biotherapeutics are often considered to be beyond the reach of the medicinal chemist but this book demonstrates
that chemistry has an essential role in the future success of this area

Successful Drug Discovery 2015
virtual screening can reduce costs and increase hit rates for lead discovery by eliminating the need for robotics
reagent acquisition or production and compound storage facilities the increased robustness of computational
algorithms and scoring functions the availability of affordable computational power and the potential for timely
structural determination of target molecules have provided new opportunities for virtual screening and made it
more practical why then isn t everyone using virtual screening examining the scope and limitations of this method
virtual screening in drug discovery explores the algorithms involved and how to actually use them part i offers
perspectives on both ligand based and docking based virtual screens the authors of these chapters frame many of
the challenges currently facing the field part ii considers the choice of compounds that are best suited as drug
leads part iii discusses ligand based approaches including descriptor based similarity traditional pharmacophore
searching and similarity based 3d pharmacophore fingerprints the final two sections are devoted to molecular
docking part iv outlines some important and practical considerations relating to the energetics of protein ligand
binding and target site topography whereas specific docking algorithms and strategies are discussed in part v
notwithstanding this list of subjects the book does not overwhelm you with more information than you need many of
the strategies outlined will transcend the specifics of any given method nor does the book purport to offer single
best ways to use the programs what it does is provide a snapshot of virtual screening that gives you easy access
to strategies and techniques for lead discovery daniel e levy editor of the drug discovery series is the founder
of del biopharma a consulting service for drug discovery programs he also maintains a blog that explores organic
chemistry

Virtual Screening in Drug Discovery 2005-03-24
frontiers in drug design and discovery is an ebook series devoted to publishing the latest and the most important
advances in drug design and discovery eminent scientists write contributions on all areas of rational drug design
and drug discovery inclu
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Frontiers in Drug Design and Discovery 2009
although the concept of allosterism has been known for over half a century its application in drug discovery has
exploded in recent years the emergence of novel technologies that enable molecular level ligand receptor
interactions to be studied in studied in unprecedented detail has driven this trend this book written by the
leaders in this young research area describes the latest developments in allosterism for drug discovery bringing
together research in a diverse range of scientific disciplines allosterism in drug discovery is a key reference
for academics and industrialists interested in understanding allosteric interactions the book provides an in depth
review of research using small molecules as chemical probes and drug candidates that interact allosterically with
proteins of relevance to life sciences and human disease knowledge of these interactions can then be applied in
the discovery of the novel therapeutics of the future this book will be useful for people working in all
disciplines associated with drug discovery in academia or industry as well as postgraduate students who may be
working in the design of allosteric modulators

Allosterism in Drug Discovery 2016-11-24
frontiers in anti cancer drug discovery is an ebook series devoted to publishing the latest and the most important
advances in anti cancer drug design and discovery eminent scientists write contributions on all areas of rational
drug design and drug discovery including medicinal chemistry in silico drug design combinatorial chemistry high
throughput screening drug targets recent important patents and structure activity relationships the ebook series
should prove to be of interest to all pharmaceutical scientists involved in research in anti cancer drug design
and discovery each volume is devoted to the major advances in anti cancer drug design and discovery the ebook
series is essential reading for all scientists involved in drug design and discovery who wish to keep abreast of
rapid and important developments in the field

Frontiers in Anti-Cancer Drug Discovery 2014-09-15
this book examines drug degradation pathways with an emphasis on the underlying chemical mechanisms

Organic Chemistry of Drug Degradation 2012
this book documents the latest research into the theory and application of force fields semi empirical molecular
orbital density functional and ab initio calculations quantum mechanical qm based modelling atoms in molecules aim
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approach and biomolecular dynamics it also covers theory and application of 2d cheminformatics qsar qspr adme
properties of drugs drug docking scoring protocols and approaches topological methodology and modelling accurate
inhibition constants of enzymes finally the book gives the theory and applications of multiscale modelling of
proteins and biomolecular systems the information need for a book in this area is due to the continuing rapid
advance of firstly theoretical approaches secondly software hardware and lastly the successful application of the
technology and this book fills a gap in the literature the co editors have extensive experience of teaching and
researching in the field and the book includes contributions from cutting edge academic and industrial researchers
in their respective fields it is essential reading for medicinal chemists computational chemists and those in the
pharmaceutical industry

Drug Design Strategies 2012-01-04
recent years have seen a resurgence of antibiotic drug discovery this book brings together the relevant
information to assess the state of the art it identifies and elaborates the most recent and compelling strategies
for antibiotic drug discovery with a primary focus on new targets mechanisms and molecular entities addressing the
need for continued investment in antibiotic drug development the book provides a point of reference for the
rapidly expanding infectious disease research community in addition to its attention on new targets the book
focusses on the medicinal chemistry and chemistry of the targets within this framework chapters from leading
researchers in academia and industry address findings in important areas such as biofilm production narrow
spectrum antibiotics and novel antibacterials from previously uncultured soil bacteria this book will be a useful
resource for postgraduate students and researchers in medicinal chemistry wishing to understand the latest
approaches to antibiotic drug discovery

Antibiotic Drug Discovery 2017-05-30
with potentially high specificity and low toxicity biologicals offer promising alternatives to small molecule
drugs peptide therapeutics have again become the focus of innovative drug development efforts backed up by a
resurgence of venture funds and small biotechnology companies what does it take to develop a peptide based
medicine what are the key challenges and how are they overcome what are emerging therapeutics for peptide
modalities this book answers these questions with a holistic story from molecules to medicine combining the themes
of design synthesis and clinical applications of peptide based therapeutics and biomarkers chapters are written
and edited by leaders in the field from industry and academia and they cover the pharmacokinetics of peptide
therapeutics attributes necessary for commercially successful metabolic peptides medicinal chemistry strategies
for the design of peptidase resistant peptide analogues disease classes for which peptide therapeutic are most
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relevant and regulatory issues and guidelines the critical themes covered provide essential background information
on what it takes to develop peptide based medicine from a chemistry perspective and views on the future of peptide
drugs this book will be a valuable resource not only as a reference book for the researcher engaged in academic
and pharmaceutical setting from basic research to manufacturing and from organic chemistry to biotechnology but
also a valuable resource to graduate students to understand discovery and development process for peptide based
medicine

Peptide-based Drug Discovery 2017-06-26
frontiers in anti cancer drug discovery is a book series devoted to publishing the latest and the most important
advances in anti cancer drug design and discovery eminent scientists write contributions on all areas of rational
drug design and drug discovery including medicinal chemistry in silico drug design combinatorial chemistry high
throughput screening drug targets recent important patents and structure activity relationships the book series
should prove to be of interest to all pharmaceutical scientists involved in research in anti cancer drug design
and discovery each volume is devoted to the major advances in anti cancer drug design and discovery the book
series is essential reading for all scientists involved in drug design and discovery who wish to keep abreast of
rapid and important developments in the field

Frontiers in Anti-Cancer Drug Discovery 2018-02-06
the broad range of g protein coupled receptors gpcrs encompasses all areas of modern medicine and have an enormous
impact on the process of drug development using disease oriented methods to cover everything from screening to
expression and crystallization g protein coupled receptors in drug discovery describes the physiological roles of
gpcrs

G Protein-Coupled Receptors in Drug Discovery 2005-07-11
orphan drugs are designated drug substances that are intended to treat rare or orphan diseases more than 7000 rare
diseases are known that collectively affect some 6 7 of the developed world s population however individually any
single rare disease may only affect a handful of people making them commercially unattractive for the
biopharmaceutical industry to target ground breaking legislation starting with the orphan drug act that was passed
in the us in 1983 to provide financial incentives for companies to develop orphan drugs has sparked ever
increasing interest from biopharmaceutical companies to tackle rare diseases these developments have made rare
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diseases and the orphan drugs that treat them sufficiently attractive to pharmaceutical development and many
pharmaceutical companies now have research units dedicated to this area of research it is therefore timely to
review the area of orphan drugs and some of the basic science drug discovery and regulatory factors that underpin
this important and growing area of biomedical research written by a combination of academic and industry experts
working in the field this text brings together expert authors in the regulatory drug development genetics
biochemistry patient advocacy group medicinal chemistry and commercial domains to create a unique and timely
reference for all biomedical researchers interested in finding out more about orphan drugs and the rare diseases
they treat providing an up to date monograph this book covers the basic science drug discovery and regulatory
elements behind orphan drugs and will appeal to medicinal and pharmaceutical chemists biochemists and anyone
working within the fields of rare disease research and drug development or pharmaceuticals in industry or academia

Orphan Drugs and Rare Diseases 2014-07-30
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